
 

 

BOARD MEETING 

Saturday Oct. 31st 

Everyone’s Welcome 

(and we have donuts!) 

(sometimes, bagels) 

 To reach the editor: 

judyrifkin1@charter.net 

we’d like to hear what you have to say 

 

 

Dear Airventurers and Friends,  

I hope all is well with you and your families. We had so much fun at the Rifkins 

last month. It was a great excuse to get together and hang out. Good food, friends 

and fun. I didn’t even miss the fact that we had no speaker! We are seriously con-

sidering doing more of these types of socials in the future. If you agree, please 

weigh in and let us know your thoughts. 

Also this month, I was able to do two Angel Flight West mis-

sions from SMO to Bakersfield. I feel good when I do them 

because in some small way, I am giving back to the communi-

ty and helping someone in need. In this case, it was Daniel 

(pictured here), age 21 who is fighting leukemia for the second 

time after having been in remission. He is down to 95 lbs. but 

his spirits were good. All I can possibly do is to make him a bit 

more comfortable and make sure that he flies the plane safely.   

I catch myself complaining if I am the least bit bothered by a 

cold or sniffle and then I realize how many people would love 

to have my petty problems. I complain that I don’t have all the 

money I need to retire comfortably now. But then I see all the 

people who have no retirement at all. I have so much to be 

thankful for but it’s not just about being thankful for the things 

that we have, it’s about sharing our abundance with others. 

There are so many opportunities to help.  We all give in our 

own way and we know how good that feels.  

If you find yourself tired of going for the $150 hamburger and are looking for 

something useful to do with that airplane and time, consider becoming a command 

pilot for Angel Flight West. Among other things, you need to have 250 pilot-in-

command hours. Selecting missions is easy and is according to your schedule. Sev-

eral other members are involved as well. I have found it fulfilling and a great ex-

cuse to go fly! 

Other than this year’s Poker Run, the club has not been involved much in the way 

of community service. I hope that will become an option for us in the future. 

See you at Paso Robles! 

Mike Savage, President 
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DINNER MEETING 

Sunday, Oct. 18th 

Marie Callender’s 

14743 Ventura Blvd. 

Cocktails at 6:00 

Dinner at 7:00 

$26/person 

Choice of Entrees & 

PIE 

 

Our distinguished speaker 

will be 

Michael Burton, 

Aviation Nose-Art 

Historian 

 

Please reserve on the web 

at Airventurers.org or at 

mrifkin397@aol.com 

 

If you can’t join us for 

dinner, feel free to just 

come visit and hear the 

speaker. 

 
 

 

Car-Pool If You Can 



 

  AIRVENTURERS APPLICANT CHECKLIST 
DATE APPLICANT SPONSOR FEE DINNER MEETING         

co-host                 add’l 

FLY-IN                                          

co-host               add’l                                                

7/13 Franco Kirschner Y     Y                       Y                                Y 

1/15 Gura Klenner Y     Y    Y                         Y 

2/15 Melville Galgano Y     Y                       Y  

3/15 Haarmann Klenner Y     Y                         Y 

3/15 Ross Klenner Y      Y                      Y    Y                          

2015 Meetings (not carved in stone) 

 Board Meetings Dinner Meetings  

October                31                                       18 

November                21                                       15 Election                                                      

December                27                                       5 (PARTY) 

2015 Fly-Ins (check the web for changes) 

Oct.    24-25 Paso Robles  Felker 

Nov.   6-8 Laughlin Busick, Eisenberg 

Dec. 5 Holiday Party Savage 

Ideas/Suggestions ??Volunteers??? 

SANTA YNEZ—18 Airventurers and friends enjoyed an easy one-day outing to Santa Ynez on the 12th, host-

ed by President Mike Savage and ably co-hosted by our latest member, Jeff Seibert. Jeff met us at the airport and 

made a couple of trips into Solvang, where we wandered, window-shopped, and tried to stay cool until time to 

meet for lunch. Lunch was an all-you-can-eat buffet of delicious Swedish treats, capped off with  fluffy ebelskiv-

ers and raspberry sauce. After lunch, we climbed aboard a horse-drawn trolley for a tour of the town. (It’s a very 

small town, therefore a very short trolley ride. But it was fun.)  I think we spent more time on the freeways than 

we did on the airways, but what the heck, any excuse to go flying. Thanks guys, for planning a nice event for us. 



 

 

 



 

 

Experience Both inExperience Both inExperience Both in   

Paso RoblesPaso RoblesPaso Robles   
 $255 ($262.92 with credit card) Per Couple gets you: 

 Lodging & transportation 

 Brunch at the airport on the 24th 

 Private wine-tasting at Lohr Winery 

 Cocktails at the hotel 

 Dinner at Big Bubba’s BBQ 

 $5 coupon for breakfast at Margie’s Diner 

THERE ARE STILL A FEW ROOMS  

Send the full amount ASAP to: 

Lonnie Felker 

9503 Via Salerno 

Burbank 91504 

or 

Reserve on the web 



 

 

LAUGHLIN 

Friday Nov.6th to Sunday Nov.8th 

 2 nights at the Aquarius Hotel 

 2 Cocktail Parties  

 Jet Boat to Havasu for lunch on Saturday 

(lunch is on your own) 

 Friday option for early arrivals: 

Lunch in historic Oatman, $10/person 

$398.14/couple or $195.07/single 

($410.35 or $201.20 with a credit card) 

Reserve on line ASAP or send a check for the whole 

amount to: 

Don Eisenberg 

5163 Valjean 

Encino 91436 

 



 

 

 

Manage risk wisely by developing a set of policies to implement when results are too threatening. 

How's this for an aviation truism? "The best pilots possess the superior judgment to avoid situations requiring their superior skills 

to survive." While arguably more true than a whole wealth of aeronautical truisms, it doesn't provide much guidance in our quest 

to become one of those wiser and more-capable aviators. Which raises an obvious question: How does one develop such pro-

found judgment? 

Old, no-longer-bold, aviators (another truism) generally know the answer: by surviving unwanted experiences. Which reminds us 

that experience is hands-down the best teacher, something we hear repeatedly. We're not saying that experience is the safest 

teacher; obviously, the learning pilot faces elevated risks in the course of gaining the experience from which wisdom grows. 

A safer approach, of course, is absorbing tribal knowledge from those sobering hangar-flying tales of others' experiences we hear 

and read. Another approach is to sample risky situations from safely within the confines of a full-motion cockpit simulator capa-

ble of providing exposure to palm-sweating situations without the, you know, danger. In the end, however, we have to emerge 

from the sim, leave the comfort of our fellow hangar flyers, and actually put on an airplane and fly it. 

Regardless of our degree of skill and experience, the trick to safely nudging the envelope comes in knowing as much about what 

we don't know as what we think we know and weighing those factors wisely before we venture forth. And the process of weigh-

ing those elements before making the call is a process known as "risk management." 

Risk Management Basics 

First off, what exactly is risk? Borrowing a widely used formula, we can describe risk as the product of a known threat weighed 

against the probability of that threat occurring. Another way to express it would be something like Risk = Probability x Conse-

quences. 

Our risk-managed learning process begins the first time we venture out alone. Our maiden solo is just the first of such envelope-

expanding experiences we'll face. 

What's the threat in a first solo? The student crashing, of course, or freezing at the controls, or running the plane off the runway, 

or.... Since it's our CFIs who urge us into that first solo flight, we can reasonably infer that the CFI has made that risk assessment 

for us, and gave us the nod when the instructor gauges as low the probability of a bad result. 

But the confidence shown by our CFI, who did the heavy lifting in risk-management for our first solo, is the first of a very few 

times in which we can acceptably cede judgment to another. By the time we embark on our CFI-approved solo cross-country, 

we're at the point where all further in-flight decision making is all ours. 

Murphy's Law 

Let's presume you're a fresh private pilot and you're about to nudge your experience by launching a long flight for which condi-

tions are forecast to be mostly good. And you really want to make this trip. 

The first step in managing the unexpected, according to Kathleen Sutcliffe, an authority in performance management who pre-

sented her views at the 2007 Bombardier Safety Standdown, is to expect failure. And manage accordingly. It sounds simple in its 

philosophy; it's the execution, though, that divides those who do well from those who don't. 

What if you get en route and the weather heads below VFR minima? The hazard stays the same—an accident—but the probabil-

ity has gone up. Your risk increases. Can you assure yourself an out? And what outcome can you expect in the event of these bad 

turns? 

Just check the statistics on continuing VFR flight into IMC conditions. You'll see that they are bad—quite bad. So it's reasonable 

to believe that launching VFR into marginal weather is highly risky because of the high probability for conditions to deteriorate 

around the VMC-only pilot. 

Applying our simple formula from above, we easily see the risk of a bad outcome—a crash—increases when multiplied by the 

greater potential for a situation to go from marginal to bad. In this situation, examining the options in the event of weather taking 

a turn for the worse is a first step in managing risk. 

When the degree of damage times the likelihood of an instigating event is high, maybe going another day—one with a slam-dunk 

TOP TEN AVIATION RISK REDUCTION STEPS – Aviation Safety magazine 9/29/15 



 

 VMC forecast—is the only way to lower the risk. 

Plan "Outs" Ahead Of Time 

Under common risk-management thinking, no one should face an identified risk without first formulating an escape plan. In the 

case of our pilot discarding the go-another-day option, he'd be well-served to weigh escape options should that weather change 

occur. 

For the VFR pilot who has yet to learn better, where would you turn should conditions ahead deteriorate? If the weather forces 

you back after a certain point, will terrain allow you to safely maintain VFR or force you into an unsafe, illegal VFR into IMC 

situation? Absent a favorable answer, you're exposing yourself to increased risk. 

Plan the No-Go Decision 

Another element in planning for failure comes in considering at what point you will make a new decision. Do you, as our blos-

soming VFR pilot, make the turnaround decision upon learning that conditions are slowly deteriorating to marginal—or even full 

IFR—or do you instead decide to wait until you actually encounter those inclement conditions? Does that difference allow an 

out? Or, again, will the delay force you into a flight for which you're neither trained nor competent? 

Looking again at our equation, you've increased your risk with the latter solutions by raising the odds of a problem occurring. 

The pilot can mitigate risks by deciding in advance at what point to plan to make a new decision—and then making the predeter-

mined escape maneuver when the no-go conditions are ahead. 

Recognize Your Competence, Improve Your Deficiency 

If you are our adventuresome VFR pilot, how well did you handle hood time and flying on the gauges? Well enough to make a 

180-degree turn out of a deteriorating sky and back toward where you again feel competent? 

These and other valid questions should help our mythical VFR pilot —and you—recognize when experience is being stretched to 

embrace new ones. This is just one more demonstration of another truism: You can manage risk but never completely eliminate 

it. 

For example, just by the simple act of flying the pattern, you've put yourself at risk; you're high off the ground—higher than 

needed to hurt yourself in a fall. That's because in the grand scheme of things, the probability of a bad outcome is tiny while the 

hazard from that outcome gone bad is also relatively small. We're close to the airport should the engine fail.  

In this instance, with a perceived low probability and minimal consequences if that probability actually occurs—after all, we're in 

the pattern, close to a runway—we usually evaluate our overall risk as being small. 

Conversely, on a longer trip, the probability may rise only a little. The likelihood of an engine failure, while still small, increases 

with greater exposure. Meanwhile, the hazard an engine failure poses may grow much higher after trees, mountains, night, 

weather and the reduced proximity to a familiar runway all introduce conditions more hazardous than that trip around the pattern. 

Reinforcing the point, consider a long over-water flight. As is so often said in hangar-flying sessions, for example, the airplane 

engine doesn’t know where it is—and it doesn't really care—day or night, land or water. But the pilot knows, and knows that 

while the raw probability of a problem is still small, the degree of hazard itself is higher—equaling a higher overall risk. 

Again, however, preparation can offset some of the hazard factor: Ditching training, a life raft and personal flotation devices all 

serve to reduce overall risk by trimming the actual hazard element of the equation. 

Since the airplane knows not where it's flying—only how high and how hot—the probability of an engine failure is no different 

than it is for an over-land flight. 

We know an engine failure anywhere is a hazardous situation. But recognizing the relative rarity of this hazard, we fly onward. 

And in doing so, we get smarter by the flight and, hopefully, smart enough to keep managing our flight risk wisely.  

Claudio Losacco, Safety Officer 

 

And a little luck never hurts!   

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://maverickrevelations.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/bugs-bunnymav.jpg&imgrefurl=http://maverickrevelations.net/2012/11/15/the-rabbits-foot/&h=1000&w=1482&tbnid=6xd4_--fNlhLLM:&docid=gZ5XZicf_hoO_M&hl=en&ei=4BwLVqioI


 

 
SEPTEMBER DINNER MEETING—The September dinner meeting at the Rifkin’s home was more a par-

ty than a meeting, although a bit of business was conducted. 44 Airventurers and 1 neighbor attended the “fiesta” 

which was catered by Tacos los Koras Express who provided 3 kinds of tacos, rice, beans, and all the condiments. 

Nobody went hungry! Yoni Boujo did a yeoman’s job pouring margaritas, and nobody’s glass stayed empty for very 

long. The weather was perfect, and the “hungry” Doberman didn’t eat anyone. 

The business referred to earlier? Jeff Seibert was voted in as our newest member, having completed the last of his 

requirements with the Santa Ynez fly-in. Congratulations and welcome aboard. 

Thanks to all who brought goodies for dessert and to those who stayed when the party was over to help put the chairs 

and tables away. Here are a few pictures: 



 

 

IMPORTANT DATES IN… 

Oct.  

18 Dinner meeting 

24 Fly-in to Paso Robles 

31 Board meeting 

Nov.  

6 Fly-in to Laughlin 

15 Dinner meeting & election 

21 Board meeting 

Dec.  

5 Holiday Party 

27 Board meeting 

 

It was confirmed that Arnie 

Nelson has passed on and 

we extend our deepest 

sympathy to his family. 

The Board of Directors will be presenting the slate 

of officers for 2016 at the October dinner meeting, 

and elections will take place in November. *If you 

would like to serve  on the board in any capacity, 

please  let one of the current board members know.  

The elected officers are President, Vice-President, 

Secretary and Treasurer. Appointed chairpersons are 

Fly-Ins, Dinner Meetings, Speakers, Membership, 

Roster, Sunshine, Safety, Flyer, Webmaster, and 

Members-At-Large. If you don’t think you can serve 

as a full-time board member, please think about 

hosting a fly-in in 2016, or hosting or co-hosting the 

annual picnic or holiday party. 

Saturday Night  

Dec. 5th 

at the iconic 

PROUD BIRD 

RING IN THE SEASON 

WITH 

GOOD FRIENDS 

GOOD FOOD 

GOOD MUSIC 

WATCH FOR YOUR INVITATION IN THE MAIL 

Question of the day: If you mixed vodka with orange 

juice and milk of magnesia, would you get a Philips 

Screwdriver?  


